Data sheet

The Intelligent Platform
for unstructured data
The Unstructured Data Platform
The Indico Platform uses AI and ML technology
to automate the intake and understanding of

unstructured documents, emails, images, videos,

audio files and much more. As a result, enterprises get
much more value from existing structured data only

software and technologies—including RPA, CRM, ERP,
and Analytics.

Other solutions offer little more than glorified OCR or

template-based solutions. Indico Data uses composite
AI to enable AI solutions that require significantly less
data and energy to learn.

What challenges does Indico Data solve?

Unstructured data

Not captured by
traditionalRPA solutions

Brittle forms & templates
High total cost of ownership

Data inconsistency

Human error and understanding
impacts quality capture

1. Create custom AI to process unstructured
data
A fraction of the normal training data required
Just 200 training samples are sufficient versus more than 1000.
This is true whether you need 50 extraction fields or more
than 500.

Labor and time intensive
document processing

Limited resources

Do more with less and look to
technology for assistance

2. Chain models together for complex
workflows

Automation for the simple to the complex

Drag and drop multiple classification and extraction models to
automate complex processes involving the inputs of different
documents, images, and other media.

Indico's unique technology advantage addressing unstructured data combined
with their business-first application experience enables us to solve a breadth of
use cases that we previously had been unable to automate.

Manual processes

3. Insert a frictionless human-in-the-loop
Review

Why customers choose Indico

Configurable and traceable review process

Designate specific human reviewers per exception type,
establish users for 2 or 4-eye review processes, and document
the inputs of each individual for auditability.

4. Audit model and Workflow performance

Their deal management team needed to key 200 fields from 100+
page lease agreements to support billing, servicing, and analytics.
Turnaround times were reduced 70% using Indico.
F500 consulting
company

Award-winning AI Explainability

Practical AI Explainability delivers complete transparency and
confidence in your custom models. Understand performance at
the model and field level with F1, precision-recall, and 4 different
span types.

5. Push into production

Quickly and accurately obtaining data from public documents
was critical for this consulting group’s client. The challenge was
automating identification and extraction for 40 million annual
title and deed documents whose formats differ across each
municipality. Processing costs were reduced 40% using Indico.

One platform for your entire enterprise
Extensive integration and generalizability mean solutions across
businesses. Easily integrate with homegrown and commercial
software along with major RPAs using pre-built connectors or
GraphQL API.

6. View reports and analytics of the process
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Visibility of your impact

See metrics for document processing times, time on task per
review, time saved, items processed, rejection rate, and more.

7. Have complete ownership of your AI and
data from day 1

We do not sell your models

Whether you choose on-cloud or on-premise hosting, the data
and AI remain 100% yours. We do not sell your models or data to
other companies.

The Indico
Unstructured Data
Platform™

F50 insurance
company

“Our COE is in the business of scaling – it’s not enough for us to
have a point solution to a single or small number of use cases… We
want to continue expanding our automation scope. To that end, we
need a solution that covers the broadest number of problems in
the organization.” -VP Strategy & Planning

85%

4x

80%

Reduction
in process
cycle time

Increase
in process
capacity

Reduction
in resources
required

Maximize the value of your existing
software investments
Automate
Automate laborious processes around unstructured data
to deliver previously unattainable cost and time savings

Analyze

Analyze the data, extracting actionable business
insights and intelligence

Apply
Apply these insights and process automation capabilities
to support key business transformation initiatives

F50 insurance
company

We've identified almost $100 million in hard value, hard dollar savings, that we

can quite easily achieve over the next three to four years using unstructured data
digitization and analytics tools. That just headlines how impactful this is.
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